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PREFACE
Metacognition Finally Takes Centre Stage 
International Baccalaureate schools represent an inspired mission in intellectual inquiry. 
Grounded in the Theory of Knowledge, students are aff orded a rigorous and, at the 
same time, noble path to discover not just what they know, but, more importantly how 
they know it. In their ongoing quest to understand how one knows what one knows, 
students are aff orded a rigorously intellectual anchor for all their learning experiences, 
as they study, reflect and write constantly about various aspects of this enormously deep 
question. 

Three Intersecting Observations
With that said, the inspiration for this book came from several sources that seemed to 
intersect in our lives at about the same time. Surprisingly, each, in its own way, was 
pointing us in the same direction: using metacognitive behaviours to enhance student 
learning. It’s a logical focus for us as education writers, because we already believe 
that when students embrace metacognitive, reflective behaviours, and when practised 
eff ectively, consistently and with fidelity over time, they will internalise certain critical 
life skills. We believe that when practices in metacognition develop students’ sense of 
agency, or control over their destinies, students become self-initiating, self-sustained, 
self-assessing and self-reflective. 

Theory of Knowledge... or Not!
The first observation came about with our exposure to International Baccalaureate (IB) 
schools, and their students, in the US and abroad. Searching for the key to how one 
knows what one knows calls for students to become highly reflective and, definitely, 
metacognitive about their academic endeavours. Anecdotal evidence suggests that these 
students oft en do well with their assignments and assessments, but when asked about 
them will say, time aft er time, that they have no idea what the Theory of Knowledge 
means or why it is so important. This oft en-repeated observation of IB students intrigued 
us. The Theory of Knowledge is an intense, deep and enduring model that students are 
immersed into over several years, so how could they not know the “hows and whys” of 
what they were doing?
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Intellectual Disconnect
The second observation involved an incident with a Year 7 student. As the student 
was leaving his Theory of Knowledge class, he described the robust discussion about 
examining one’s thinking that he had just had as an “exercise in a vacuum of nothingness”. 
His sentiments surprised us because his enthusiasm was real when he was in the moment, 
yet with his friends aft er class he seemed to want to diminish his role as a debater, or 
provocateur in the heat of an intellectual exercise. 

Metacognition 
Finally, the third observation that influenced our interest in what became “our IB mission”, 
or what seemed to be an IB omission with students, was our revival of a past publication 
on metacognition. This was in response to a chart we had seen published about the high 
positive impact on learning when metacognition was employed. This, in addition to 
the realisation that the cost of such interventions was relatively low for an instructional 
initiative that had such high impact on student curiosity, learning, reflection and action, 
aff irmed our drive to do this book.

The Thinking Person
This leads to a key component of the thinking person – the skill of being aware and in 
control of oneself. Metacognition heightens students’ real awareness and measured 
control over their own thinking. While IB has enormous integrity as a staid and true model 
of learning – focusing on the nature of knowledge, and the discovery process of knowing 
how we what we know – students may be oblivious to the critical concept of thinking 
about their own thinking. It is that phase in the maturing mind when complex skills of 
self-initiation, self-direction, self-examination and, above all else, self-reflection manifest 
themselves. These skills manifest as an authentic sense of self-agency, encompassing 
a true presence of self-awareness and a growing feeling of control and management of 
one’s life journey.
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Driving Questions: How do we know what we know?

TOK Connection: Communicate
Decisive minds act. Sound decision-making is an art and a science. It requires the art of 
skilful communication and the science of logic, reasoning and cause–eff ect analysis. 
Grounded in the tenants of Theory of Knowledge, the communicator is a coveted aspect 
of the educated person. Intelligent, influential people connect with others through 
elegant communication. Their communication style and the substance of their ideas 
are compelling to others, and naturally garner the respect and trust that are essential 
elements in the decision-making process. These communication wizards are said to have 
an almost magical trait called “charisma”, that is far more than charm and magnetism. It 
is an entire, total sense of self, a personality that projects the openness and genuine liking 
of others that the individual feels. These communicators somehow create an emotional 
comfort zone, and possess empathy for and emotional connections to others.

Of course, not everyone may exhibit this level of sophistication in human connections, 
but students can and do develop the skills to become a highly eff ective communicators, 
as well as determined and persuasive decision-makers. To support students in this 
journey, they need knowledge of and practice with a number of micro-skills, including 
how to gather diverse ideas and collaboratively weigh their benefits and risks, and, most 
importantly, how to provide “airtime” for all stakeholders, and mediate and arrive at fair 
and favoured outcomes.

CHAPTER 5
DECISIVE MINDS ACT

“If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.” 
—Albert Einstein

(IB Learner Profile – Communicators)
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Much of the work of the decisive mind is embedded in the skill of determining – 
determining viable options, the points of view represented, both the obvious and obscure 
pros and cons of choices, and the chance of a reasonable and considered decision. In fact, 
it is this finalising step – no longer referred to as determining or weighing or judging, but 
deciding – that confirms the actual outcome that is acted upon in a summative manner. 
Determining is tentative and flexible; deciding is firm and fast.

A Tale: Do I or Don’t I? That Is the Question 
“Should I or shouldn’t I? Could I or couldn’t I? Would I or wouldn’t 
I? Can I or can’t I? Will I or won’t I?” Simplistic as they sound, 
these questions are oft en critical decision-points, determined 
by our choices at the various forks in the road that we encounter 
throughout our lives. Their impact can be minor, or it can be 
remarkable, but oft en can only be understood in retrospect. 

For example, a minor impact would be to do something that is inconvenient at the time, 
but one is determined to do it rather than not, and feels good about it once completed. 
A more remarkable impact would be a high school student in the US determining if one 
should go to a prestigious university or the one nearby in the city. While the city college 
is highly reputable, it doesn’t have the global synchronicity or sophistication of a more 
impressive university in California. On one hand, the city college is the practical or rational 
choice, on the other, the impressive university in California is the personal, emotional 
choice. When one finally chooses the more compatible option, again, it feels good. It is 
that point of indecision that rattles us, but once we make the decision the anxiety and 
doubt subside, and we go with it and adjust along the way.

Of course, many of these decisive moments are shared and talked over with trusted family, 
friends and colleagues. One usually has an urge to get advice or opinions, or

at least a first thought from others, to help weigh the pros and cons already on the 
table. More importantly, dialogue is oft en sought to help sift  out any points that have 
yet to be uncovered. With that said, the subsequent discussion below focuses on how 
teachers foster communication-savvy youngsters, both through their class interactions 
with students and with their outside contacts through school clubs, sports, projects and 
performances.

“Do I or don’t I?”, 
symbolises the 
quintessential 
question that 

one faces 
throughout life.
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Research Discussion: Determine! Decide! Do!
There are several steps to becoming more skilful communicators and, ultimately, savvy 
collaborators. To support students in the action-oriented process of problem-solving 
and decision-making takes time and tools. In his oft en-used set of “thinking maps”, 
David Hyerle (1995) has developed a number of tools, such as the decision tree and 
“thought bubbles” to assist students in determining key points. In addition, Fogarty and 
Bellanca (1989) provide a chart of graphic organisers for students to use in making initial 
determinations in a project, or following a projected or a revised plan, that actually leads 
to productive results.  

With the deliberate move to the use of inquiry-based learning in the classroom, again, the 
skill of making ongoing determinations takes centre stage in the “Everyday PBL Model”, 
(Fogarty, Kerns & Pete, 2017). In sum, the complex processes of problem-solving, decision-
making and creative ideation usually involve three interconnected stages: 1) determining 
the points of view represented in the group, 2) deciding on priorities and 3) doing whatever 
it takes to reach a consensus.

FIGURE 5.1

Decisive Minds Act
Determine - Initial Weighing of Options
Decide - Moment of Truth
Do - Act on the Decision

Determine: Seek Varied Points of View and Opinions
In Jean Cameron’s, The Artist’s Way’ (1992), the author paves the 
way for the reader to determine some important aspects that 
one may have never really thought about before. Determining 
one’s core beliefs provides a mindfulness about the self that is 
crystallising. Determining one’s inner critic, and how much one 
listens to and values that voice, can be liberating. And a fitting 
determination that is as the heart and soul of this creative 
journey is determining one’s “true north”. What is the star that 
harnesses one’s passion and energy with lightness and an 
unstoppable drive that propels the artist’s life? 

For example, 
the idea of 

determining the 
crazy-makers in 

one’s life is a step 
toward clearing 
the clutter from 
one’s mind and 
one’s life path.
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To determine the defining moments in one’s life is to begin to understand the journey one 
is on, but what helps us to do so? More oft en than not, social conversations with trusted 
colleagues yield multiple points of view that lend to the learning curve, in this case of our 
developing self-awareness. Yet, organisational situations oft en aff ord a fuller picture and 
more informed choices, upon which the actual determination to act becomes clearer. 

Decide – Use Priority Ranking
Making a final decision is far more foreboding than determining one’s options and 
alternatives – deciding is when it all comes down to the wire. The stakes are higher at this 
point in the process, because all stakeholders have to accept and, hopefully, embrace the 
decision. To accomplish this with the communication skills of a collaborator, the balanced 
view of a mediator, the elegance of an articulator and the salesmanship of a persuader 
requires a number of tools that foster fairness in finalising the options as one approaches 
the “Doing Phase”.

Do – Put Choice into Action, Step by Step
One such tool is the Ranking Ladder (Fogarty, 2009). It is basically a prioritisation of the 
options and alternatives that have surfaced during the process of lengthy, purposeful and 
meaningful conversations. The Ranking Ladder is a graphic tool to put the least favoured 
choice on the first rung of the ladder and assign the upper rungs to those ideas that have 
the most appeal to the most people. 

Through a consensus-building activity (“Fist to Five”, Fogarty & Bellanca, 1989), the final 
decision evolves as stakeholders “finger vote” from 1–5, with a score of 5 for the most 
preferred. The key to this process is that the leader carefully extracts compromise with 
the question, “What will move you to a 4 or 5?” As participants respond, their critical 
objections are bared and adjustments are made to ensure the unwavering support of the 
group. This deliberate due diligence is necessary so that all stakeholders feel that their 
voice has been heard, respected and considered.
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Thinking Skill Rhyme: To Determine Is to Consider and Confirm
It is an intermediary step to the final decision-making. In 
fact it is a balance between brainstorming and generating 
ideas, and analysing further, as one delicately sift s through 
ideas to find the best ones.

Seek varied points of view,
Talk about your options, too.
Rank ideas to find a few.
Find consensus to do the new.

Description: Weighing Worth
The micro-skill of determining involves higher-order thinking, because the mind must 
synthesise, analyse and evaluate as part of the process, particularly when complex 
decisions are under discussion. Selecting the right university for your child, as in the 
previous example, involves weighing multifaceted determinations about cost, size, 
reputation and distance, that all lead to that final decision. 

But at times it is possible to make quick decisions, especially when it is a familiar decision 
point, such as which of three possible routes is best today to get to work. The decision is 
familiar, and making it does happen somewhat automatically. It seems like a fine point, 
but determining seems to involve more subtle steps, because one is trying to capture all 
the critical details in order to properly think it through. Determining the various aspects 
involved in a decision seems to be the first step that gets the process of deciding started.

Real World: Determining

Students are challenged every day to determine their perspectives, points of view and 
personal preferences as they grapple with real situations. Making simple determinations, 
such as selecting the best-fitting running shoe or picking an allergy-friendly dog breed, 
requires the same skills for children determining who they will invite to fit the declared 
limit of five friends at their birthday party. While these seem like little tasks, determining a 
number of essentials and putting a decision into action is precisely how students learn to 
use their higher-order thinking skills eff ectively

To determine is to weigh 
options, and sort out the 

best of those options. 
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Academic World: Determining

Naturally, the academic school, college or university setting off ers one situation 
aft er another that aff ord students opportunities to become experts at making good 
determinations and taking appropriate actions to continue moving forward.  The spectrum 
of student decision-making, which involves using mindfulness to determine a path and 
decide on the action needed, includes many arenas. Typical choices students make on a 
daily basis include selecting independent project topics, creating a plan to ensure their 
homework gets done, choosing a “free reading” book, picking the sports teams or clubs to 
join and weighing the many demands on their time. While these, and the tasks named in 
the real-world scenarios, are not all overly important decisions, they illustrate the various 
and a sundry iterations that students have to experience to become eff ective at using their 
determining and decision-making skills.

Strategy: Determining Quick Wins
Create a similar Poll Everywhere chart to the one in Figure 5.1 for students to preview on 
screen. Each student will mark each item from 1–10 to determine their “Quick Win”, with 
10 representing the item that most suits their interests, is easiest and is of their favoured 
modality (visual, auditory, kinesthetic, etc). The Quick Win is the choice that matches the 
strengths of each student – because they are good at it, it’s easy: it’s a Quick Win. Once 
completed, form groups of three instruct students to stand in a circle and share their 
thoughts.

FIGURE 5.X

Poll Everywhere: My Quick Wins!
1. Draw or Sing Draw  Sing
2. Alone, Together Alone Together
3. Read or Write Read Write
4. Walk or Run Walk Run
5. Swim or Boa Swim Boat
6. Football or Basketball Football Basketball
7. Fiction or Non-fiction Fiction Non-Fiction
8. Meat or Fish Meat Fish
9. North or South North South
10. Home or Travel Math Science
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Three-Tiered Lesson: Determine – Do! View! Construe Meaning

Level 1. Concrete Example: DO!
Role-play the three perspectives on the following issues:

Issue 1 Scenario: Year 5 girl bullied about her glasses. 

• POV Bully

• POV Victim 

• POV Parent

Issue 2 Scenario: Grades are always the topic of conversation.

• POV Student

• POV Parent

• POV Teacher

Conclude with a brief discussion about the benefits of role-playing.

Level 2. Representative Example: VIEW! – Determine POV (What Do 
You See?)
Using a simple, well-known and long-used graphic exercise (see Figure 5.1), students 
are able to grasp the concept of point of view, or various perspectives, quickly. Use the 
following instructions to manage this activity: 

Draw three identical circles across the page.

Label Circle #1: “View above my head.”

Label Circle #2: “View below my feet.”

Label Circle #3: “View in front of me.”

Draw an object to represent each view.
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Level 3. Abstract Example: CONSTRUE MEANING – Determine Central 
Theme (Reading Between the Lines)
Read the following:

Primary school: The Blind Men and the Elephant (Saxe, 1872) – Have students describe 
(don’t tell) what they see in each pictured view of the elephant.

Middle years: It’s Me Marva: A Story About Color and Optical Illusions (Priceman, 2001)

High school: The Invisible Man (Wells, 1897) (or Teacher selected excerpt).

Discuss points of view in pairs: 

• Partner A: State their point of view.

• Partner B: Guess what is happening.

• Both tell if you agree or disagree, and justify.

Transfer: Replicates/Innovates

Simple Transfer
• Overlooks (Does Nothing)

• Duplicates (Copies Exactly)

• Replicates (Modifies to Fit)

FIGURE 5.2

Poll Everywhere: My Quick Wins!
View Above My Head

Beach Umbrella

View at my Feet

Manhole Cover

View in Front of Me

Motorcycle Headlight
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Complex Transfer
• Integrates (Weaves It in) 

• Propagates (Uses Everywhere) 

• Innovates (Unique Adaptation) 

Simple Transfer: Replicates
One of the three simple transfer strategies, replicating a learned skill implies that the 
learner is applying the strategy to their classroom. Instead of duplicating it exactly as 
learned, the transfer is tweaked by the teacher to make it more relevant to their content or 
level, tailoring it to their situation. In this case, a primary school teacher chose to modify 
the activity by having their students role-play the story as it unfolds in the oral reading. 
The teacher is using the same material, but changing how the students demonstrate their 
learning.

Complex Transfer: Innovates
By using the complex strategy of “innovating” the application, or using a more creative 
approach, the teacher asks students to determine scenarios that show examples of how 
today’s homeless and indigent population are approached and treated. Then, thinking 
creatively, they create a paragraph discussing an innovate idea to help today’s homeless 
population.

Closing
While delineating the diff erences between determining and deciding might seem like 
nit picking to some, that is the kind of precision required for one to make reasonable 
determinations and firm decisions. The tenor and tone of the language and the word 
choices are what create nuance for the reader, and are used purposefully to aff ect one’s 
perspective or point of view.
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Knowledge comes on the coat tails of thinking (Perkins). We believe must practice the skills 
of higher order thinking to meet everyday challenges in their day. We also believe that as 
practices in reflective, metacognitive thinking develop students’ sense of agency, and control 
over their destinies with self-initiating, self-sustaining, and self-reflective behaviors become 
part and parcel of their habits of mind. Sprinkled with explicit thinking skills-visualizing, 
predicting, determining choice-coupled with reflection during the planning, monitoring and 
evaluating stages of projects and assignment. Infused with the rigorous principles paralleling 
the International Baccalaureate curriculum framework, and the richness and relevance of the 
concept that drives, the Theory of Knowledge approach to inquiry learning about how we 
know what we know, this session enhances the work of students with the depth and breath 
of mega-thinkers. 

 RFAteachPD

Book:  Thinking about Thinking in IB Schools: How We Know What We Know-Fogarty and Pete
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